The **Axiom™ Atmos** is a compact, variable solution for high-acuity neonatal areas

- Equipment can be placed and adjusted anywhere on the integrated vertical equipment track or the horizontal equipment rail. Horizontal rail even adjusts vertically so equipment is always where you need it
- Services can be placed on the front or sides of the unit, giving you the maximum number of services and maximum accessibility with a minimum usage of space
- Wall-mounted unit frees up space and keeps equipment off the floor
- The Atmos includes three lights: general room lighting, patient lighting, and floor lighting for night-time use
- The open central area allows more room for equipment and storage without losing access to the bassinet
- Services can terminate above the ceiling or be back fed for maximum flexibility. The Atmos has single-point gas and electrical connections for ease of installation
- The Atmos is Build-to-Order to fit your space and specific needs.
- Accommodates all HSI Unimount™ and Eclipse™ accessories, including movable medical gases